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MEG identifies dorsal medial brain activations during sleep
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ochs with high-amplitude electrophysiological phasic events, alternating with
quieter “core periods.” High-amplitude and core state properties cannot be disentangled with PET and fMRI.
Here from high temporal resolution magnetoencephalography data, regional changes in neuronal activity
were extracted during core periods in different frequency bands for each sleep stage and waking. We found
that gamma-band activity increases in precuneus during light sleep (stages 1/2) and in the left dorso–medial
prefrontal cortex (L-DMPFC) during deep sleep (stages 3/4). The L-DMPFC activated area expands laterally
during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, into a volume of about 5 cm3 bounded by regions attributed to
Theory of Mind (ToM) and default systems, both involved in introspection. Gamma band activity in this area
was higher during REM sleep than other sleep stages and active wakefulness. There is a tantalizing
correspondence between increased wide-band activity (dominated by low frequencies) in early non-REM
(NREM) sleep stages and increases in gamma-band activity in late NREM and REM periods that we attribute
to a lateral disinhibition mechanism. The results provide a description of regional electrophysiological
changes in awake state, light and deep sleep, and REM sleep. These changes are most pronounced in the L-
DMPFC and the other areas around the dorsal midline that are close to, but do not overlap with areas of the
default and ToM systems, suggesting that the DMPFC, particularly in the left hemisphere, plays an important
role in late NREM stages, in REM and possibly in dreaming.

© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Different sleep stages are defined by unambiguous EEG electro-
physiological signatures and have their own types of distinct
mentation and behavior. Normal sleep shows a highly reproducible
sequence of distinct stages that lead cyclically from light to deep non-
REM (NREM) and then REM sleep. Comparison of sleep stages
therefore offers a natural window for characterization of basic
physiological states of the brain. In humans, sleep staging is usually
carried out by rating an EEG channel with wide spaced electrodes
(commonly C3, C4 to A1 or A2). These stages are defined by the short-
lasting epochs of the major graphoelements (Rechtschaffen and Kales,
1968): vertex sharpwaves inNREMstage1 (NREM1); K-complexes and
spindles (Colrain, 2005) in NREM2; high-voltage deltawaves (Steriade,
2006) in NREM3/4; and eye movements and saw-tooth waves of REM.
The high-amplitude electrophysiological phasic events dominate each
sleep stage but they do not repeat in a consistent fashion (Numminen
et al., 1996) and thus contribute to analyses in different amounts. They
arise from the low amplitude epochs which separate them. These
relatively quiescent periods, or “core” states of each sleep stage, reflect
annides).
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the shorter lasting phase “B” periods of the cyclic alternating pattern in
NREM (Terzano et al., 2001; Ferri et al., 2006; Wehrle et al., 2007) and
the tonic REM periods of REM sleep (Moruzzi, 1963; Wehrle et al.,
2007). The name “core periods”will be used in this paper to reflect this
definition. Both EEG (Achermann and Borbely, 1997; Steriade, 2006),
and MEG (Llinas and Ribary, 1993; Simon et al., 2000) studies have
emphasized frequency analysis afforded by their high temporal
resolution, but only a few studies have reported an analysis of regional
sleep structure using thesemethods (Ishii et al., 2003;Massimini et al.,
2004). Almost all studies have analyzed the phasic periods, which
contain most of the power (Gross and Gotman, 1999). Studies are now
required to analyze the ‘core’ periods using the ability of MEG to
localize across the brain (Ioannides, 2006).

The PET studies show that during slow wave sleep (SWS, i.e.
NREM3-4), as compared to wakefulness, the cerebral energy metabo-
lism and blood flowglobally decrease (Maquet et al., 1996; Braun et al.,
1997). Amongst the most deactivated areas are the dorsal pons and
mesencephalon, basal forebrain/hypothalamus, dorsal lateral and
medial prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and precuneus. In
the REM state compared to wakefulness (Braun et al., 1997; Maquet et
al., 2000; Maquet et al., 2005), significant activations were found in
the pontine tegmentum, thalamic nuclei and limbic and paralimbic
areas (e.g. amygdaloid complexes, hippocampal formation and
anterior cingulate cortex). Posterior cortices in temporo–occipital
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areas are also activated in REM but their functional interactions are
different in REM sleep than in wakefulness (Braun et al., 1997). In
contrast, the dorso–lateral prefrontal cortex, bilateral orbital frontal
cortex, parietal cortex as well as the posterior cingulate cortex and
precuneus are the least active brain regions in REM (Braun et al., 1997;
Maquet et al., 2005). Metabolic activity during NREM is reduced in the
medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and the anterior cingulate (AC) areas,
but during REM activity is increased in these areas and is similar to the
awake state (Braun et al., 1997; Maquet et al., 2005). There is thus a
difference between the increasedmetabolic activity during REM in the
MPFC and AC and the reductions in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC), and orbital frontal cortex (OFC). Studies relying on metabolic
changes, such as PET (Maquet et al., 1996; Braun et al., 1997; Nofzinger
et al., 1997; Maquet et al., 2005) and fMRI (Kaufmann et al., 2006), due
to these methods longer time resolution, average together both phasic
and core epochs.

Two, possibly related systems, have been recently proposed to
account for mental operations that either take place during rest or
relate to introspection. The default system, is a network of areas that
show a reduction of activity during externally directed attention, but
an increase under baseline conditions (Gusnard and Raichle, 2001).
The theory of mind (ToM) network provides the substrate for how
humans conceive others as intentional agents and assess self-knowl-
edge (Amodio and Frith, 2006). The regional relationships between
these systems have been shown in a meta-analysis of PET and fMRI
studies (Wicker et al., 2003), and confirmed in a predictive PET study
(D'Argembeau et al., 2005). Some of the most prominent areas of the
default and ToM systems are located along the dorsal medial brain and
include the DMPFC (Amodio and Frith, 2006), and parietally, the
cuneus and precuneus (Saxe and Powell, 2006; Cavanna and Trimble,
2006). These locations and the ways that dream characters behaved
encouraged the speculation that the ToM system was involved in
dreaming (Maquet et al., 2005): “Dreaming usually appears as a multi-
sensorial narrative involving characters interacting with each other.
These oneiric characters are credited thoughts, intentions, and
emotions by the dreamer himself. Mind representation is thus a key
feature of dreaming. We hypothesize that the persistence of a level of
activity in the medial frontal areas similar to the activity observed
during wakefulness might participate to mind representation during
REM sleep.”

In summary, the available data to date suggest that activity in
roughly the same medial brain areas, the MPFC and precuneus
changes dramatically in three seemingly very different contrasts of
behavioral states: contrasts of different sleep stages, contrasts
between the resting state andwhen attention is directed to processing
of external stimuli (default system) and in a diverse range of
comparisons between conditions with a varied sense of one's self-
relationship to the external world (ToM system).

This study used a whole brain millisecond by millisecond analysis
of core periods of brain activity in wide and gamma band frequencies
for each stage of sleep. Core periods were considered the baseline
from which phasic sleep activity arose. Regional brain activity during
the core periods was examined for each sleep stage and contrasted
with the awake state, to gain an insight into the mechanisms
underpinning the electrophysiology of normal sleep.

Materials and methods

Overview

Two experiments were carried out; both experiments used healthy
right-handed male subjects who provided written informed consent
after being given full details of the procedures and purpose of the
experiment in which they were to participate. The experimental
protocol of each experiment was approved by the RIKEN Research
Ethical Committee.
In Fig. 1 we display in diagrammatic form the sequence of steps
leading to the results displayed in the figures that follow. This
presentation can guide the reader through the detailed description of
the analysis we carried out.

Sleep experiment: subjects and procedures

Four, right-handed, healthy male subjects (mean age 34; one sleep
deprived), after a night of acclimatization (for three of the subjects, the
sleep deprived subject was not acclimatized), slept satisfactorily
overnight in the magnetometer. During the adaptation night the three
subjects slept on a replica of the MEG bed with the head in a replica of
the MEG helmet. No EEG electrodes were attached to their head so
there was no polysomnographic record for the adaptation night.
During the second day each subject worked as usual with the
instruction to stay awake throughout the day. These three subjects
and the sleep deprived subject came to the laboratory in the early
evening, had an eveningmeal and after the standard preparations (see
below) they were placed in the shielded room for the MEG recording.
Before the MEG experiment, three head coils were attached to each
subject's nasion and left and right pre-auricular points in order to
record the subject's head position. EEG electrodes were also placed at
C3 and C4, referenced A1, EOG vertical and horizontal, and chin EMG
(Ioannides et al., 2004). The EOG's were calibrated using controlled
eye movements in the MEG room, before the sleep recordings. The
recordings were made with the whole-head 151-channel Omega
magnetometer (CTF Systems Inc., Vancouver, Canada). The dewar was
completely tilted into the horizontal position so the subjects could lie
supine on the MEG bed, as is normal for sleep, with the head in the
MEG helmet. The MEG data was recorded throughout the night,
together with auxiliary EEG and marker channels on a 100 GB disk. A
preliminary “on the fly” scoring of the sleep stages was kept, partly for
safety to monitor the subject and partly for on-line check on signal
quality of MEG and EEG channels. The continuous recording was
interrupted every 3 min for head-coil localization.

Sleep experiment: sleep staging

All 3-minute sections were examined to remove the ones with
large artifacts, e.g. body or head movements. The sleep stages were
scored independently off-line (using only the 3-minute segments with
no large artifacts) by two sleep experts. The commonly used
procedures were employed relying on (C3, C4 to A1 or A2), vertical
and horizontal EOG and chin EMG for sleep staging as specified by a
standardizedmanual (Rechtschaffen and Kales,1968). The two experts
then negotiated the two scores and arrived at an agreed rating for the
definition of the somnograms that guided the subsequent analysis.
Finally, large graphemes were identified within data segments that
clearly belonged to each one of the sleep stages.

Sleep experiment: core periods

We define as core periods the relatively quiescent periods that are
similar to the shorter lasting phase “B” periods of the cyclic alternating
pattern in NREM (Ferri et al., 2006) and the tonic periods in REM sleep
well clear of phasic eye movements (Moruzzi, 1963; Wehrle et al.,
2007). For the identification of core states we reasoned that a wide
spaced EEG channel would be a satisfactory probe because it would
smear focal surface cortical activity and thus show only the large,
variable and widespread electrical events that spread over wide brain
areas. We therefore used a single EEG channel (C3 to A1) to obtain first
order estimate for what might be “core periods”. We defined as core
periods quiescent segments of data that showed no large events on
the single EEG channel (C3 to A1) record and they were clearly
separated from high voltage graphemes of each sleep stage, obvious
on any other MEG or EEG record.



Fig. 1. A schematic presentation of the two experiments (cyan). The first row shows the preparations for the recording of the MEG signal from the subjects (including acclimatization
to the MEG laboratory for three of the four subjects of the sleep experiment). The second row shows the MEG recordings (yellow) of the subjects and the signal processing leading to
the “clean” raw signal in the third row (green), the input for the MFT analysis. The last row shows the MFT and post-MFT analysis of the real-timeMFT tomographic estimates leading
to the results: the scalograms (blue), the SPM maps for wide band (orange) and gamma band (pink) activity.
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Facial affect recognition (FAR) task

In a second experiment seven subjects viewed stimuli of happy,
fearful and neutral faces selected from Ekman and Friesen's Pictures of
Facial Affect. Each image was shown at the center of a screen for
500ms, and one second later an option list of emotions was shown for
three seconds. Subjects had to name the emotion as soon as the option
list appeared (Liu and Ioannides, 2006). Three task runs were recorded
for each subject, with 30 images used in each run (10 images for each
of the three emotions). In two control runs subjects fixated on a cross,
the fixation trials (FARfix), one run recorded before, and the other after
the task runs. The MEG data was sampled at 625 Hz with a low-pass
filter at 200 Hz. The results reported here are for three of the subjects
who had also participated in the sleep experiments.

Co-registration of MEG and MRI

For each subject, high-resolution anatomical, T1-weighted MRI
images (voxel size, 1×1×1 mm3) were collected with a 1.5-T Siemens
MRI scanner with markers attached in the same position as the head
coils. Each subject's head shape was scanned using a 3D digitizer
(Fastrak, Polhemus, Colchester, USA). Each digitized head shape was
fitted on to the MRI image to get a transformation matrix between
coil- and MRI-based coordinate systems using dedicated in-house
software.
Signal processing

Off-line, the sleep data was high-pass filtered at 0.625 Hz and low-
pass filtered at 200 Hz with notch filters at 50 Hz and its harmonics;
eye blink, cardiac and movement artifacts were removed by
independent component analysis (ICA). EEG C3-A1 was used to
mark four-second segments, identifying “core” periods without high-
power graphoelements within each sleep stage. For each subject, eight
four-second core periods were analyzed for each sleep stage (NREM1-
4, REM) and eyes closed waking (ECW). Subjects 1 and 2 had seven
NREM3 segments, and subject 4, only six. The FAR/FARfix data were
processed in the same way as the sleep data except that single-trial
data were extracted from 200 ms before to 600 ms after image (or
fixation cross) onset and the offline filter was 3–200 Hz.

Distributed source analysis

Magnetic field tomography (MFT) was used to analyze the eight
core segments for each sleep stage. MFT is a distributed source
method, producing probabilistic estimates for the non-silent primary
current density vector J(r,t) at each timeslice of the MEG signal
(Ioannides et al., 1990). The MFT algorithm relies on a nonlinear
solution to the inverse problem, which has optimal stability and
sensitivity for a tomographic source analysis (Taylor et al., 1999). For
the core sleep data of the four subjects, there were in total 188
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segments (six sleep stages×four subjects×eight core segments=192—

four NREM3). Each four-second segment consisted of 2500 (4 s×625
samples/s) timeslices. For each timeslice, MFT produced an indepen-
dent tomographic map of brain activity in a 17×17×17 source space
grid covering thewhole brain including the cerebellum and brainstem
(grid-to-grid point separation was 8 mm).

Post-MFT statistical parametric mapping analysis (SPM)

SPMwas used to identify brain areas and latency periods when the
activity was significantly different between conditions, e.g. sleep
stages (Ioannides, 2006). For each grid point and at each time-slice, we
used the Kolmogorov–Smirnov and the unpaired t-test to test the null
hypothesis (i.e. that the two distributions were the same). The two
tests gave very similar results, so we will present only the results of
the more widely used t-test. This statistical analysis made no a priori
assumptions about any regional activity or timing because it identified
loci of significant changes of activity in a model-independent manner,
that is, grid point-by-point statistical analysis throughout the entire
brain for each timeslice. We used the conservative Bonferroni
adjustment to correct for multiple grid-point comparisons. Specifi-
cally, for comparison of the core periods of sleep stage (e.g. the
contrasts of NREM1-4 and REMwith ECW in Fig. 3), two analyses were
made for each subject: one for the wide band (1–200 Hz) and the
other for the gamma band (25–90 Hz). In the former case (wide band),
the elements of the distribution were the smoothed values of the
current density modulus within successive 16 ms windows (no
overlap). For the latter case, Fourier analysis was applied to 100-ms
movingwindows.We computed the amplitude of the power spectrum
in the 25–90 Hz band for each current density vector component and
used the Euclidean norm of the resulting three values as an element
for the construction of the statistical distribution. For each case the t-
test was used to contrast the resulting distributions for two
conditions. All the t-tests used a 700-ms moving window and a step
of 350-ms which yielded seven SPM maps for 4-s data (avoiding the
edges of the data). These seven SPM maps were very similar,
confirming the reliability of the SPM results. For the comparison
with the FAR and FARfix conditions only one 700 ms window was
used. Finally the SPM maps for each of the four subjects were
transformed to the Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux,1988) and
common changes in activity across subjects were identified at a
predefined threshold of statistical significance. In this paper, common
changes in activity are reported that were statistically significant (after
Bonferoni correction) for all four subjects at either pb0.00001 or
pb0.005. These common activations were back-transformed to the
MRI space of one of the subjects for display purposes (Fig. 3, 5–8). All
the analysis steps described in this section were performed with our
in-house software. This allows the pre-processing (e.g. filtering,
smoothing etc.) of the vector timeseries (J(r,t)), the SPM computations,
the transfer to Talairach space and identification of common
activations within the same framework.

Frequency analysis of regional activation

The foci of common significantly activated areas across subjects
were identified. This functional best estimate for common foci was
used to guide the definition of regions of interest (ROIs) for each
subject (Fig. 4). The activation time courses for theses ROIs were then
computed and their frequency spectra estimated using wavelet
(Morlet of order six) and discreet Fourier series analyses. The two
methods gave essentially the same results so only the results from the
wavelet analysis are shown. The spectrum power was computed from
1 to 200 Hz, step of 0.24 Hz, for each core period single trial of each
sleep stage for each subject separately. Then a two-factor ANOVA
(sleep stage as a fixed factor and subject as a random factor) was used
to evaluate at each frequency point whether the power was
significantly different between one of the sleep stages and the
awake state (e.g. NREM1 vs. ECW). Specifically, we contrasted the
activity from the sleep stages in delta (1–3 Hz), theta (5–7 Hz), alpha
(8–13 Hz), beta (15–25 Hz) and gamma (25–90 Hz) bands with the
awake state. Frequency ranges containing at least three continuous
frequency points (0.72 Hz) with significant differences (pb0.05) are
shown as filled boxes (Fig. 4).

Results

Sleep and signal quality

The entire night's MEG signal was recorded for each of the four
subjects with no complications (Ioannides et al., 2004). The subjects
had normal sleep for both the adaptation and recording nights,
despite the inconvenience of having the head confined inside the
MEG helmet. Since, no polysomnographic data were recorded the
evaluation of the adaptation night sleep as normal (for the three
subjects that had an adaptation night sleep in the preparation room)
is qualified by its reliance on the subjective nature of the reports
from each subject. The hypnograms were judged qualitatively
physiological, a fact corroborated by the subject's report of restful
sleep similar to their average night. From the full night's data the
good quality 3-minute continuous recordings for each subject were
enough to extract MEG signal for each sleep stage and the awake
state and for the definition of the four-second long segments for
tomographic analysis.

The procedure defining core periods identified activity that was
much lower than the activity during the large graphemes. Never-
theless, we emphasize that the amplitude of the activity during core
periods was not low in absolute terms; it was in the range of typical
awake state MEG signal, about two orders of magnitude above the
system noise level of our hardware. Furthermore since the recordings
were made during the night the ambient noise was even lower than
during the day, so the MEG data were of excellent quality, particularly
for the core states when large head and body movements were rare.
The quality of the EEG andMEG signal can be gauged in Fig. 2 showing
A) a somnogram of one subject, B) samples of core periods in each
sleep stage, C) samples of the high voltage graphemes, D) the core
periods nested in between the high activity, E) an EEG K-complex with
MEG signal topography.

Comparison of core periods with wakefulness

Fig. 3 shows comparison of changes in activity between each sleep
stage with ECW (common for all four subjects at pb0.005 and
pb0.00001). Unless otherwise stated, in the description of the results
below, we will refer to grid-point-based events (in the common
Talairach space) that have satisfied the significance criterion pb0.005
for each of the four subjects.

We first describe changes in activity in fairly superficial cortex,
where our previous studies have demonstrated that the localization
accuracy of this method was in the order of a few millimeters (Moradi
et al., 2003) and highly reproducible (Poghosyan and Ioannides, 2007).
Already by NREM2, the wide-band activity (odd rows, Fig. 3) showed
significant increases in the frontal regions and midline dorsal
posterior parietal areas (best seen in the axial and sagittal views)
and decreases in lateral posterior parietal brain areas (most prominent
in NREM1 and best seen in the coronal view). The rostro-caudal
progression of increasing wide-band activity spared the sensorimotor
areas in NREM1/2 but expanded widely especially close to the midline
in NREM3/4. It is suggested that increase of wide-band activity
(dominated by low frequencies) was a marker for neuronal functional
inactivation (Brookes et al., 2005; Laufs et al., 2006). If this was the
case then the occurrence of movements in light sleep is a consequence
of the low frequency synchronization sparing of sensorimotor areas.



Fig. 2. Sleep stages and their MEG and EEG correlates. (A) All-night somnogram. (B) Two-second EEG core states for different sleep stages (lead C3–A1; Negative up). (C) High-
amplitude graphemes: NREM2 K-complex, NREM3/4 delta bursts. (D) Three-minute C3–A1 EEG (smoothed power) for each sleep stage. Green bars show four-second core periods
picked for analysis. (E) Two-second EEG K-complex on the C3–A1 lead, EOG, EMG and ECG with two MEG channels (MZF02 and MZP02). In the top row, the MEG signal field
topography is shown for three time-slices with the positions of channels MZF02 and MZP02 marked by the yellow circles, a triangle is added to two of the displays to mark the
anterior (nose) of the head, red shows field exiting and blue field entering the head, color relates to field strength. For orientation — the arrows to the EEG channel show the time of
the MEG field before, at the peak and after the K complex. The EOG channel shows activity during the K complex due to the spread forward of the K complex electrical field.
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Furthermore the wide band (low frequency) increase in activity in
NREM3/4 was not as intense in sensory motor areas (white contours
for pb0.00001 still spared these areas) consistent with occasional
movements in these stages.

Focal gamma increases were first identified in the posterior
inferior part of the precuneus, Talairach coordinates (TC: −2, −47, 50)
in NREM1/2 (seen respectively in the sagittal and coronal slices in Fig.
3D, F), and in DMPFC during NREM3/4 (TC: 0, 54, 28; seen only in the
sagittal view for NREM3/4 in Fig. 3D). No increase in precuneus
gamma-band activity was identified in NREM3. In NREM4 an increase
in gamma-band activity was seen over a large area of the precuneus
bilaterally but always within a centimeter of the midline. This area
had no overlap with the corresponding area seen in NREM2 (see
white stars in Fig. 3D), but it was located just more anterior and
superior (Fig. 3D column 4). The most posterior part of this NREM4
precuneus increase in gamma band activity was more prominent on
the right side of the midline. During REM increase in gamma band
activity in the precuneus was identified only in a small focal midline
area just dorsal to the area seen in NREM2 (see the white star in Fig.
3D column 5). This area was more prominent on the left side of the
midline (TC: −5, −62, 51). Gamma band activity in the DMPFC
expanded in NREM4 and showed the widest spread during REM.
Raising the significance level to pb0.00001 lead to the strongest area
surviving, an area close to the midline in the left DMPFC. Two other
areas still showed increased gamma activity during REM
(pb0.00001): the left pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA),
about 1 cm from the midline (TC: −11, 2, 57), and BA9/46, a more
lateral area to the left (TC: −36, 27, 36).



Fig. 3. SPMs for the contrast ECWwith NREM1-4 and REM. Three views, from top, axial (A, B), mid-sagittal (C, D) and coronal (E, F). The levels of other cuts aremarked by dottedwhite
lines on the first slice of the odd rows. Left and right central sulcus in green. Wide-band, upper rows; gamma-band, lower rows of each pair. Red fill with yellow contours mark
common across-subject increases in activity during sleep at pb0.005, and white contours at pb0.00001. Decreases are shown as blue at pb0.005, with dashed pink marking the
boundaries; white dotted line, pb0.00001. To avoid clutter, the higher statistical significance contours (pb0.00001) are shown for all REM cases but for the rest only for the axial and
the dorsal aspect of the sagittal slices. White stars in the NREM4 and REM columns of (D) mark where the yellow contour was in NREM2.
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A number of areas showed reduced gamma activity during REM
(compared with ECW), most prominently in the parietal cortex,
posterior cingulate cortex, and cerebellum— all on the left. For deeper
structures such as the mid-brain and brainstem areas, we found
significantly reducedwide-band and gamma activity in light sleep and
in gamma activity for NREM3. However, in NREM3/4 sleep, these
midbrain areas showed increases in wide-band and a reduction in
gamma-band activity more modest in NREM4. As for REM periods,
there were similar decreases as found for NREM1 in wide-band
activity, and decreases in the midbrain around the locus coeruleus in
the gamma-band.

Frequency spectra

Gamma band amplitude was weak in general and especially so
in comparison to the strength of low frequency components during
light and deep NREM sleep. It was therefore important to display
changes across a range of frequencies in the key areas already
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identified. Fig. 4 shows the results from the wavelet analysis (see
Methods). The increase in high frequency (gamma band) activity
during REM was most pronounced for the L-DMPFC, but it was
also clearly visible for the precuneus and left DLPFC. In the right
DLPFC the high frequency activity during REM was similar to that
of ECW. The L-DMPFC and precuneus were the only areas showing
persistently increased high frequency activity during NREM3/4 and
REM. In all areas low frequency activity, below the alpha band, was
Fig. 4. The grand average frequency spectrum across subjects on a logarithmic scale derived fr
on one of the subjects’MRI (Broadman areas in parenthesis). There are three further columns
and are color and dot coded for the three columns. ECW is solid black for all three columns. Co
column 4 red, REM solid. In each display the spectrum for 1–200 Hz is displayed with the
frequency activity (25–200 Hz) and gamma band (γ, 25–90 Hz), while the narrower range al
(β, 15–25 Hz) frequency bands. Significant (pb0.05, uncorrected for multiple comparisons)
bands is marked by filled boxes along the horizontal frequency axis (labeled in row 1 unde
bottom display of column 4. Spectra for L-DMPFC row 1, precuneus row 2, posterior cingulate
found for REM in the L-DMPFC, precuneus and L-DLPFC.
higher than the awake state in all NREM sleep stages. As expected,
the alpha band activity showed as a prominent peak during the
awake state in posterior areas. A weaker peak was also seen in the
awake state in both the lateral prefrontal cortices and a weaker
one in the L-DMPFC. The alpha peak was lost during NREM sleep
but it was seen again in the posterior areas during REM, but
somewhat reduced compared to the peak in the same areas during
ECW.
omwavelet analysis. For the left-most column, each area (A–E), marked by awhite circle
. Above the columns are six boxes solid and dotted, which refer to different sleep stages
lumn 2 blue, NREM1 dotted, NREM2 solid, column 3 green, NREM3 dotted, NREM4 solid,
zoom part of 1–25 Hz at its top-right. The wider range shows best the extended high
lows a closer look at the delta (Δ, 0–3 Hz), theta (θ, 4–7 Hz), alpha (α, 8–13 Hz) and beta
differences in power spectra between each sleep stage and ECW in the delta–gamma
r the display in columns 2 and 4). The frequency positions on the x-axis are shown in
row 3, left DLPFC row 4 and right DLPFC row 5. The significant gamma comparisons are
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Gamma-band activity during visual tasks versus during REM

The increase in gamma activity in REM had a distribution which
may be due to default system activity, although the difference with
ECW and the characteristics of REM sleep with the cortex isolated
from sensory inputs, motor paralysis and very strong visuo-spatial
narrative imagery would suggest otherwise. We needed to confirm
that ECWwas a “default system task” and to compare REM sleep with
an active non-default task. Sowe contrasted the levels of gamma-band
activity while awake and engaged in active tasks, with that during
REM and ECW. Three of the four subjects in the sleep study also
participated in a separate facial affect recognition experiment (see
Methods). From this experiment the MEG single trial data were
analyzed with MFT as had been done for sleep. SPMs were computed
in a similar way, and contrasted REM and ECW with the baseline
condition of fixating a central cross (FARfix), and themore active facial
affect recognition (FAR) condition. In the active condition the subject's
task was to recognize the expression of a face image which was either,
happy, neutral or fearful. The results (significant at pb0.00001) are
shown in Fig. 5. It was predicted that ECW would show no difference
from FARfix, since both were default states. This was confirmed, as
demonstrated in the top row of Fig. 5. As shown above there existed a
specific area in the L-DMPFCwhichwas highly active during REM sleep
(see Fig. 3D column 5). It was predicted that this area, as its location
Fig. 5. Comparison of gamma-band activity (25–90 Hz) in REM and ECW during fixation and a
(Talairach coordinate x=0). The two side columns show sagittal slices, 10 mm on the left and
contrast REM with the baseline (FARfix) and active condition (FAR). Increases in the first con
all three subjects. For comparison, white contours show REM gamma changes (common
decreases).
raised the possibility of it being related to the default system, would
show at least as much gamma activity during REM as the awake FARfix
(a default state) and possibly because of the high level of gamma (see
Fig. 4A column 3) as much as the FAR condition (an active awake state,
which might not necessarily activate this area). The last two rows of
Fig. 5 confirmed that the same L-DMPFC areas identified in the contrast
of REM with ECW also showed higher activity when REM was
contrasted with either FARfix or FAR. Interestingly, the increase in
gamma activity was not only limited to the L hemisphere but was also
found for both comparisons in the homologous area in the right
hemisphere. The contrast of ECW and FARfix showed little difference
suggesting that an ‘active’ awake default task was very similar in
gamma activation to that of ECW and that its distribution was similar.

The L-DMPFC high gamma REM area: relation to the ToM and default
systems

Earlier studies using PET provided hints of an elevation of activity
in the DMPFC during REM to levels similar to the ones found during
the waking state but definitely higher than that during NREM3, 4
(Maquet et al., 1996; Braun et al., 1997). We have found in
contradistinction, that the key area during REM is situated more
dorsally (probably outside the field of view of the PET camera, see
Discussion section) and slightly to the left of themidline. The results of
n active visual task. Themiddle column displays the samemidline sagittal cut as in Fig. 3
right of the midline. The first row contrasts ECWwith FARfix. The second and third rows
dition (REM or ECW) are shown in red, and decreases in blue, (pb0.00001), common for
to all four subjects) compared to ECW at pb0.00001 (solid for increases; dashed for
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the present study singled out the L-DMPFC as the area which showed
the most consistent and statistically significant increase in gamma
band activity during REM compared to ECW at pb0.00001 (Fig. 3D,
column 5). Wavelet analysis (Fig. 4A, columns 2–3) showed that this
area had persistent increases in gamma band activity in NREM2, 3, 4
sleep culminating in the expansion of its size during REM. Fig. 5 shows
that the gamma band activity in this area was also higher during REM
than either the awake passive (default) pre-stimulus FARfix (Fig. 5B,
column 1) or awake active FAR state (Fig. 5C, column 1). Fig. 6 shows
three orthogonal cuts through thisMPFC regionwith outlines showing
for the contrast ECWareas of increased wide-band activity for NREM2
(blue outline, pb0.005), and increased gamma for REM (white outline
around red fill pb0.00001). The various coordinate centers of the ToM
and default areas, as given in the literature, were superimposed on the
figures. The most striking feature of the figure was the position of the
L-DMPFC, and its location relative to the default and ToM areas. This
area was not only surrounded by a cluster of default and ToM
coordinates, but it also defined a boundary within which there was
practically no default or ToM centers. The ToM coordinates sur-
rounded, but were not located within the L-DMPFC, while the default
system coordinates cluster a couple of centimeters beyond. Between
the left pre-SMA and the L-DMPFC the two areas which showed
gamma-band increases during REM, were a group of mostly ToM areas
attributed to “action monitoring” (Amodio and Frith, 2006). For all
these reasons the L-DMPFC area with the highest gamma activity
during REM, because of its position, was in a specially privileged
region physiologically. For the right-handed male subjects of our
study, this area was found in the dominant left hemisphere. It was
centered at Talairach coordinates x=−5, y=42, z=31 mm, and had a
volume of approximately 5 cm3. We call this region the L-DMPFC tonic
REM sleep area.

Changes in activity during sleep in the precuneus

There was a relationship between wideband activity in the NREM
sleep stages and the genesis of gamma activity in REM which was
investigated further. Strong gamma band changes in the cortex were
most evident along a mid-line axis with the DMPFC anterior and the
precuneus posterior. Activations outside this axis were not as strong or
consistent. The linkage between the two midline areas was not
surprising given their extensive inter-connectivity (Cavanna and
Trimble, 2006) and their identification in many default system and
Fig. 6. The relationship of the L-DMPFC REM areawith ToM and default systems. Three views
sagittal view, inwhite dotted lines). The left and right central sulcus is marked pink on the axi
increases over ECW pb0.005; the white contour is the smoothed edge of gamma-band REM
over ECWat pb0.00001 close to themidline define the L-DMPFC REM area. Pre-SMA is just vi
in the axial view. Circles and squares mark ToM and default centers as identified in the literatu
all within 5 mm, and orange (default system) squares are within 20 mm of the displayed slice
Rainville et al., 1999; Gallagher et al., 2000; Barch et al., 2001; Mazoyer et al., 2001; Walton
2005; Brown and Braver, 2005; Fox et al., 2005).
ToM tasks. While the activity in the MPFC, at least in the gamma band
increased progressively through the sleep stages to its maximum
during REM, the activity in the precuneus suggested a more
complicated interaction between neighboring areas across a range of
frequencies and sleep states. Fig. 7 shows the results of post-MFT
SPMs grouping together key comparisons for the gamma and wide
band in different sleep stages, NREM2 (light sleep), NREM4 (deep
sleep), REM and ECW. These are shown as outlines within which
statistically significant changes (mainly at pb0.005) were identified in
all subjects and plotted on an MRI of a midline sagittal section and
coronal section through the precuneus with zoomed images for ease
of viewing.

The single outlines show the important changes that began at the
end of light sleep (NREM2). Contrasted with ECW, NREM2 showed an
increase in gamma band activity in a small area, ice-blue outline in Fig.
7B, D, which lay on the anterior–dorsal bank of the parietoccipital
sulcus which separates the cuneus and precuneus (i.e. on the
posterior–ventral edge of the precuneus with TC −3, −73, 40). This
precuneus gamma band focus was located at the ventral–caudal edge
of a larger area of NREM2 wide-band increase (mauve outline,
contrast ECW). When the significance threshold was raised to
pb0.00001, the small white outline was a tiny island of all that
remains of this area (Fig. 7A–D). For NREM4 contrast ECW, the green
outline described the increase in gamma band and so also for REM the
dorsal yellow outline. Looking at the change in gamma in the
precuneus area between the deep sleep (NREM4) state and REM,
there was an increase in gamma band during REM within the dorsal
part of the MPFC (red fill in yellow outline in Fig. 7B) and awidespread
decrease in gamma band activity (e.g. higher in NREM4, blue fill in red
dotted outline in Fig. 7A–D) in the ventral frontal aspects of the
midline sagittal section and lateral inferior parietal areas. In summary,
the precuneus activity was centered on a small region to the left of the
midline (white outline) which corresponded to an intense wide band,
mostly low frequency increase in activity during NREM2. In the same
stage, and slightly more posterior and inferior a focal increase in
gamma band activity was identified, ice-blue. This gamma focus
extended dorsally and rostrally during NREM4 green, and reduced to a
second focal area yellow during REM just dorsal to the original
location of the gamma band increase in NREM2. The sagittal display
showed that close to the midline the different outlines fitted each
other almost like jig-saw puzzle pieces. This was remarkable given
that they represented consistent patterns of activity within the
are shown, from the left: axial, mid-sagittal, and coronal (slice selections are on themid-
al view. Common SPMs across subjects are shown in blue outline for NREM2, wide-band
increases (red fill) over ECW at pb0.00001. The gamma-band increases in REM (red fill)
sible more caudally in the sagittal view. The BA9/46 area overlaps the L-DMPFC REM area
re. Yellow (ToM), green (ToM actionmonitoring), and orange (default system) circles are
, neatly enclosing the L-DMPFC tonic REM area (Rainville et al., 1997; Binder et al., 1999;
et al., 2004; Iacoboni et al., 2004; Mason et al., 2004; Singer et al., 2004; Coricelli et al.,



Fig. 7. The interlocked patterns of SPM contrasts around the precuneus area in coronal (A) and sagittal (B) views. (C) and (D) are the magnified views of (A) and (B), respectively. The
filled outlines are for gamma REM contrast NREM4, yellow outline red fill REMNNREM4 (pb0.005); Red dotted outline dark blue fill REMbNREM4 (pb0.005). Single outlines only;
wide band NREM2NECW (pb0.00001) white, NREM2 NECW (pb0.005) pink. Single outlines only for the gamma band contrasted with and greater than ECW at (pb0.005) NREM2
ice-blue, NREM4 green, and REM yellow.
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precuneus, common in all four subjects at high statistical significance,
with some obtained in contrasts in which no two conditions were
common.

Discussion

In the present study, electrophysiological characterization of “core”
regional brain activations were analyzed from the awake state
through all NREM sleep stages to REM. Changes in slow and gamma
distribution were identified in well-defined areas independent of the
high voltage, widely spreading, graphemes. These changes were
identified in each subject in the same brain areas, with the same
frequency characteristics. Critically, there was a common pattern to
the way these changes evolved through the sleep stages. They
therefore provide an alternative and possibly more informative
characterization of sleep stages. These results advance our under-
standing of baseline sleep electrophysiology, but they are not enough.
It is for example unclear whether or not the mechanisms underlying
gamma activation during core periods is similar to the one generating
the non-core (high amplitude) periods. A full characterization of core
states requires in addition to the comparisonwith awake state, further
comparisons with periods immediately before, during and after each
type of grapheme, a task that is beyond the scope of this work.

The recognition of stage specific frequency characteristics of core
periods of sleep complements the existing understanding of sleep
microstructure which depends on largely generalized phasic events
(Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968) by adding the important dimension of
regional specificity. Most relevant to the recognition of core periods in
NREM sleep is the cyclic alternating pattern (CAP) (Terzano et al.,
1985) with a periodicity of 20–40 s. Terzano argues for a specific
timing mechanism with a probable underlying physiology. Recent
work with direct current EEG has shown that an infra-slow oscillation
(0.02–0.2 Hz) modulates the excitability of human cortex during sleep
(Vanhatalo et al., 2004) and may be related to the longer CAP
sequences. Our procedure for defining core periods uses the criteria of
the shorter B CAP (Terzano et al., 2001) or the inter CAP periods, but, as
already stated, the relationship of core periods to the underlying
timing cycles of sleep is still not clear. It is therefore desirable to place
the core states in the context of the ultra slow rhythms (Steriade,
2006). Unfortunately the ineffectiveness of the MEG shielded room to
exclude very low frequency noise, forced the use of a 0.625 Hz high
pass filter which eliminated the ultra slow rhythms. There is some
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evidence that thesemicrostates do exist and they have been shown for
REM. With a sparse EEG electrode array, Jouny et al. (2000) showed
increases in gamma activity, 35–45 Hz, in tonic as against phasic REM
periods. The increase was seen frontally, centrally and occipitally. This
was confirmed in an EEG study by Abe et al. (2008). They showed
again that phasic gamma 35–45 Hz increases centrally in tonic and is
reduced in phasic REM.

The presence of gamma activity is an important marker of cortical
activation (Engel and Singer, 2001; Jensen et al., 2007). Animal sleep
studies have shown gamma activity in the delta up states (Steriade,
2006), with no published studies that we know of showing its
production in the core states. We, however, do not know of any animal
experiments that specifically set out to look for gamma in the core
states so the question for animals must remain open. On theoretical
grounds, gamma generation cannot be excluded because the mem-
brane potential outside the sequences of up/down phases is as
depolarized as that during the up phase, as seen in published
experimental records, i.e. Fig. 3 in Steriade and Amzica (2003).

Human studies from intra-cerebral electrodes also show the
presence of gamma activity and although not necessarily linked to
the core periods they do indicate widespread cerebral gamma in
different sleep stages (Cantero et al., 2004; Gottesmann and Gottes-
man, 2007). The novel identification of gamma in small cortical
regions during the core periods throughout the sleep stages and its
wider presence in REM is thus not entirely surprising.

Relation to other electrophysiological studies and possible mechanisms

Gamma band activity in NREM3/4 sleep has been reported in
intracellular recordings from animals (Steriade, 2006) and in human
EEG (Gross and Gotman, 1999; Cantero et al., 2004) However, to our
knowledge its localization has not been studied in either REM or
NREM. Our detailed results provide clues to help understand the
mechanism for the generation of gamma band activity in the two
main areas close to the mid-sagittal plane. It is somewhat surprising
that gamma activity emerges specifically in the L-DMPFC during the
core periods of NREM3/4 sleep, i.e. in the absence of either
noradrenergic or cholinergic influences on the thalamo–cortical
circuits, which respectively promote high-frequency resonance
during wakefulness and in REM (McCormick, 1992). We note that
gamma activations in NREM3/4 emerge at foci where high-voltage
slow-wave activity was strongest in light sleep. Our statistical results
show them as small circumscribed areas bordering the larger regions
which by then are dominated by wide-band activity consisting
mostly of slow waves (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 7 sagittal sections). Since
slow-wave activity is associated with hyper-polarization, spots of
gamma activity may emerge by mechanisms based on lateral
disinhibition. Slow rhythms have been proposed to generate
gamma frequency oscillations through an “edge effect” (Llinas et al.,
2005). Such an effect would be expected to be maximal near the
center of areas initially displaying slow waves, as indeed can be seen
in our results (e.g. comparing the light sleep areas of wide band
activity in Fig. 3C column 2 with the areas of gamma band activity
during NREM4, Fig. 3D column 4). Gamma activity may originate in
the L-DMPFC and then spread directly to left precuneus or through
the thalamus, and be reinforced through these two areas’ extensive
mutual interconnections (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006). Alternatively,
separate edge effects may be responsible in each area, as suggested
by the difference in the maximum extent of gamma band activity
(during NREM4 and REM for the right and left precuneus and during
REM for L-DMPFC).

Probable evidence for edge effect evolution is seen in Fig. 3C, D.
The early focal increase in wide-band activity in L-DMPFC activation
is seen in NREM1 (yellow spot) expands in the L-DMPFC area in
NREM2 and beyond in NREM3/4. The first gamma activity increase
over ECW is seen first in NREM3 in the same location as the first focal
wide band increase of NREM1. This focal gamma band increase
expands a little in NREM4 and reaches its maximum in REM. The
same pattern can be seen for the precuneus, slow in NREM2,
expanding in NREM4 and gamma being present in REM, again
suggestive of lateral disinhibition in the juxtaposition of areas with
active low and high frequency bands (Fig. 7). The evolution of wide-
band activity from NREM1 to NREM4 thus appears to serve as a
prerequisite for the gamma band increase over the same period in
general and the expansion in the L-DMPFC during REM in particular.
The edge effect could provide a local cortical mechanism as one of the
many determinants in a globally integrated model of sleep electro-
physiology. It is admittedly a mere hypothesis, which however is
testable in animal experiments probing many smaller than our ROIs
neighbouring brain areas. Furthermore it affords a gradually
differentiating continuum of L-DMPFC and bilateral precuneus
activity in NREM and REM throughout the night, which may be
important for the elaboration of sleep mentation.

Consistency with previous PET and fMRI studies of sleep

To the extent that comparisons can be made, our findings are
consistent with the PET and fMRI results. There are two challenges in
comparing our results with those of PET and fMRI. First, differences in
temporal resolution and the inclusion of non-core period activity
preclude straightforward comparisons between PET, fMRI, and MEG.
Second, the relationship between metabolic changes as reflected in
the BOLD signal and electrical activity is complex and frequency
dependent (Logothetis et al., 2001). Nevertheless, it appears that the
BOLD signal is positively correlated with gamma-band power but
negatively so with low-frequency power (Goldman et al., 2002; Laufs
et al., 2003; Brookes et al., 2005). Our results provide definitive
demonstration of L-MPFC involvement in REM and thus extend
previous results (Braun et al., 1997; Maquet et al., 2005), by providing
coverage of dorsal areas, like the DMPFC, that were outside the field of
view of early PET scanners Fig. 8. Even for the deep sources that are
relatively more difficult to localize with MEG (Ioannides et al., 2004),
we find a reduction in gamma-band activity in the same areas, which
have been identified by fMRI as areas with low metabolism during
NREM (Kaufmann et al., 2006) and are known to be involved in sleep
control.

Relationship with ToM and default systems

It has been particularly difficult to characterize the ToM and default
systems with standard electrographic measures, due to the poor
spatial resolution of the techniques usually employed. More recently,
independent component analysis applied directly to the fMRI time-
series, has demonstrated that activity during the resting state is
naturally grouped into networks known to be involved in motor
function, processing stimuli from each sensory modality, executive
function, memory, and the so-called default-mode network itself
(Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Mantini et al., 2007). The use of
simultaneously recorded EEG and BOLD signals showed that fluctua-
tions associated with each network are correlated with the EEG power
variations of delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma rhythms. Different
networks are characterized by specific electrophysiological signatures
that involved the combination of different brain rhythms. Our finding
of precise and systematic frequency organization of focal activation
extends this to different sleep stages and is consistent with joint EEG/
fMRI analysis reports of a finer physiological definition of resting brain
networks supporting the coalescence of several brain rhythms within
large-scale brain networks (Mantini et al., 2007). When the ToM and
default systems are displayed together with our results, the L-DMPFC
tonic REM area defined in our study emerges as the geographic center
around which these major functional coordinates appear to be
organized.



Fig. 8. (A) Projections of all points within 25 mm onto the midline sagittal plane from Braun (1997) study (green dots). The white contour shows the L-DMPFC activated in REM sleep
and dorsal to it the anterior edge of the activated pre-SMA from our present study. The yellow rectangle shows an estimate of the field of view of the PET camera near themid-sagittal
plane. (B) White and green contours are the relevant outlines from our present study. Dots represent the centers of ROIs, white from our study, pink from Braun (1997) and yellow
from Maquet (2005).
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Tentative implications from this study for sleep physiology
and mentation

The sensory motor cortex was spared from slow activity in NREM1,
2 and intermittently spared in NREM3, 4 thus allowing movements to
occur throughout slow wave sleep. In REM, motor paralysis originates
sub-cortically, while the motor cortex free of slow waves is not
inhibited and may initiate motor movements which have been
reported to correlate with lucid dream content (Fenwick et al.,
1984). For REM the high gamma activity in pre-SMA would suggest
that this motor-planning area is also involved.

The conclusions relating to dream theories must be very tentative
until subjects are woken during the core periods of sleep and
behavioral data are obtained, a difficult task in the MEG environment.
As Solms points out REM and dreaming may be dissociated so without
behavioral data it will not be possible to resolve the question of the
MPFC activity and dreaming (Solms, 2000). It is however appropriate
to make some provisional comments. Although the precise number
varies, at least 5–10% of NREM awakenings do elicit dream reports
that are indistinguishable from REM awakening reports (Hobson,
1988; Hobson, 1992). If we accept that the highly active gamma areas
are in some way related to dreaming then there should be dream
reports in NREM3, 4 and REM, probably indistinguishable from REM
dreams. The DMPFC REM tonic area is situated to the left of the
midline; if therefore we link it to dreaming it would provide ad-
ditional evidence for the left side being important for the generation
of dreams (McCormick et al., 1997). Recent recordings in rats suggest
that neural activity in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) during
sleep preserve repetitive sequences in a task executed earlier (Euston
et al., 2007). This argues for a key role for MPFC in mediating retrieval
of consolidated, remote memories which in turn may relate to
dreaming.

The lesion data and their consequences for dreaming, as far as
these can be applied to the results of this study, fall into two main
groups, lesions which affect either directly or indirectly the ventral
frontal area blocking the dopaminergic pathways or those affecting
the parietal occipital temporal (PTO) region (Murri et al., 1984; Murri
et al., 1985; Solms, 2000). The ventral medial prefrontal cortex in our
study Fig. 3C shows slow activity greater than ECW for NREM3/4. For
NREM2 the activity is limited to the frontal region and extends over
part of the anterior cingulate but not as far as the orbital surface. If
slow activity is related to dreaming in some way then this would
provide a basis for NREM dreams. However, gamma activation is a
more likely candidate for dream and related mentation. Fig. 7B shows
that gamma activity in NREM4 for both the entire VMPFC and the PTO
is higher than in REM. It could be argued that the high NREM4 gamma
in the ventral frontal and parietal area allows some mentation or
dreaming. Activation in dorsal and ventral parts of MPFC may thus be
important for mentation typical for REM and NREM sleep respectively.

A further possibility should be considered, the gamma increases
specifically in tonic REM periods may be related to acoustic reactivity
which is possible during tonic but not phasic REM (Wehrle et al.,
2007). Tonic REM sleep has a residual alertness, while in phasic REM
sleep the brain acts more as a functionally isolated and closed intrinsic
loop system. So the activity of this area in the core periods may reflect
a preparedness to handle incoming (from the environment or the
body) information rather than elaborating internal brain information,
a guardian through the night rather than a substrate for dreaming.
This also links on to our findings for the DLPFC. The dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (BA46) is an area involved in attention and working
memory (Petrides, 2005). This area is characterized by large EEG slow
waves in NREM sleep and is shown by PET as inactivated in REM
(Muzur et al., 2002). Consistent with the EEG findings, we found
bilaterally in the DLPFC significant increases in slow activity during
light and deep sleep (NREM) compared with the awake state (Fig. 4D,
E). However, we found clear asymmetries in the DLPFCwhen REMwas
contrasted with the awake state: The L-DLPFC showed significant
increases in slow wave and gamma band (Fig. 4D) while on the right
no significant differences were present (Fig. 4E). It would then be
possible to speculate that the L-DLPFC and the L-DMPFC are two areas
which maintain some frontal executive and attention functions when
the body is paralysed in tonic REM sleep. The highly structured areas
of the cuneus and precuneus for generating focal gamma are shown in
Fig. 7. The precise and focal activations throughout the sleep stages
argue for an important role in sleep function. It is clear that the
complexity of function in this area in sleep, and the consequences of
lesion data, that their normal functioning is required for dreaming.

Finally NREM1 is recognized as an early stage of sleep and one in
which the cortex is more excitable; it is considered a stage apart from
the other NREM stages and one in which dreams are very common
(Solms, 2000). Fig. 3C, D shows the very widespread reduction of slow
and gamma activity in the brainstem area (Ioannides et al., 2004)
where NREM1 stands out as different to the other NREM stages –

especially NREM4 – but in these respects is closest to REM.
In conclusion our study supports MEG analysis as an important

tool in sleep research and the importance of core periods in sleep
structure. This method of analysis looks promising for the future. It
reinforces once again the detailed regional changes which occur
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during sleep and the importance of regional localization both in space
and time when considering sleep physiology. The location of the L-
DMPFC tonic REM area as a distinct center of the MPFC surrounded by
ToM areas, and not far from the default system regions makes it a
candidate hub for the network supporting the continuity of self-
identity in both sleeping and waking.
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